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THE SUMMER 2000 issue of London Archaeolo- 
~ i s t  contains articles on 'The Reigate Stone re- 
search project' and 'The Archbishop of York's 
Mansiony1. In this brief article I want to try to bring 
the two together because it is little known that 
much of the Reigate stone brought to London in 
the Middle Ages was stock-piled in the area called 
Brid~esor Bridge Court2, on the site that was later to 
have Bishop Booth's 1471-2 mansion built on it. In 
fact, it was only in the mid- to later 15th century 
that some of the storage sites for Reigate stone 
were moved up the Thames to Wandsworth and 
Vauxhall. By this time the Bridge Court store, 
which had principally been used by Westminster3, 
was perhaps surplus to requirements, and hence 
ripe for redevelopment after Edward IV's coming 
to power in 1471. Is it possible, therefore, that the 
'high proportion of crushed or broken chalk rub- 
ble' found in the 1996 evaluation trenches4 was, in 
fact, Reigate stone? Chalk is, of course, a pure 
white limestone, while Reigate stone, which was 
nearly as soft as chalk when weathered, contains 
glauconite (and mica) making it a light green col- 
our. Were any samples of the 'chalk' retained? 

The use of the Bridges site is apparently first 
documented in detail in a charter of c. 1218, in 
which Pentecost of Wandsworth, with the con- 
sent of the Abbot of Westminster, grants the 
canons of Waltham Abbey a plot of land at Bridges 
(Bruges) in Battersea, which is enclosed on the 
south by his court and garden, on the north by a 
creek flowing from the Thames to a bridge at 
B r u ~ e ,  and on the west by the Thames itselfs. The 
dimensions of the plot are given as 6 perches (105 ft)  
east-west and 4 perches (70 f t )  on the Thames 
frontage (west), while it was only 3% perches (61 '/4 
f t )  wide on the east. This was clearly part of the site 
described by Duncan Hawkins and dug in 1996. 
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The charter goes on to  give the canons free access 
to the site for their men's carts. horses and ~ a c k  
animals, and to allow them to enilose the plot:and 
build and work on it. The exact use of the site is not 
specified, but another charter of the same time 
(and the immediately previous one in the list) gives 
the canons permission to dig for stone at a quarry 
in Reigate6. It  seems almost certain that the site was 
to be used for the stone coming overland from 
Reigate, before it was put on ships for onward 
transportation to Waltham Abbey. It is worth 
noting that, at a slightly later date, a pipe roll, 
relating to the royal works at Windsor Castle, 
mentions Reigate stone being transported to Wind- 
sor via Bruges or Bridgeg, while in the mid-13th 
century much Chaldon freestone was purchased 
for Westminster Abbey by Algar and William 'of 
BridgeY9. In the late 14th century, when the nave of 
Westminster Abbey was being rebuilt, 'a garden 
called Briggekourt' was leased for storing Reigate 
stone, at p qd per annumIo. In 1369 large quantities 
of stone were needed for Edward 111's new work 
at Windsor Castle, and the accounts give the costs 
of transportation from the quarries to Kingston 
and Battersea, and thence on to  Windsoru. So by 
this time Kingston upon Thames was also being 
used as a transhi~ment site. Other roval accounts 
of about the sahe time mention ~ i i ~ a t e  stone 
going to the Tower of London, Westminster Pal- 
ace, and Rochester Castle, and transhipment via 
Battersea is usually mentionedrz. 

In summary, the site between the Thames and 
York Road at Battersea was of very great impor- 
tance for the London Reigate stone industry in the 
Middle Ages, and it is a very great pity that the 1996 
archaeological work was on such a small scale. Let 
us hope that future sites in the area will be more 
fully excavated before redevelopment. 
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